


Luxury by Design



Fabric Walling

Mille Couleurs is well known for its exceptional fabric walling 
where we have developed our own techniques to the highest 
standard in the market.

Fabric walling is essentially fabric stretched onto wall, which 
gives a feeling of comfort, and privacy and can also enhance 
and complement furniture and decorative objects.

It brings luxury while hiding any imperfections of the walls and 
provides sounds and thermal insulation.



The colour purple wears many hats. 

This purple silk stretched on the walls 
gives a glamourous look with romantic 

nuances.



Brown velvet is stretched on the living 
room walls to balance the accessories 
and the cream sofa.

Keeping it simple for maximum
impact.



The soft and cream coloured linen 
running all around this bedroom 

nicely enhances the decoration. 

The stretched linen gives value to all 
the accessories and paintings used as 

part of the decor.



Fabric wall paneling is not only for  
headboards. 

They can be used in every room of the 
house, hotel or office places. 



This wall was pampered in orange 
Toile de Jouy to bring a beautiful 

rich colour to the room.

Whether you like patterns or you tend 
to fall for modern, every fabric can 
dress the walls to embody the look 

you have in mind.



Close look at how intricate patterns 
are nicely matched during the sewing 
process to achieve a flawless finish on 
the walls.

Do not be afraid of pattern. 
The possibilities are endless.



Faux fur stretched onto a wall, adds a 
dramatic look to the walls. 

This expresses that creativity doesn’t 
have a boundary.



Fabric walling is another clever 
solution for insulation. 

In this media room, different textured 
and coloured fabrics are stretched 
onto the wall.

Not only does it help with the 
insulation but also changes
the entire aspect and look of the 
room.



Faux suede stretched in a media room 
neatly highlights our blind and 

minimalist finish.

No trimming required.



These panels are made in Faux Suede 
but can be made in several other 
materials such as velvet, linen, etc...

Cables are hidden away behind 
modern flat symetrical panels that 
captivate and bring all attention to 
the wall.

Speakers can optionally be hidden or 
brought out.



Very simple and classic panels made 
using a bamboo fabric around the TV 

to give a warm and luxurious feel to 
the living room.



These panels are made in leather but 
can be made in several other 
materials such as velvet, linen, etc...

Sockets, handles, switches can be 
fitted neatly onto the panels. 
They give the illusion of waves in 
which unsightly cables are hidden 
away and modern flat panels are 
displayed snuggly to the wall.

Speakers can optionally be hidden or 
brought out.



Our smart wave televison panels 
simply flow along the walls.

  
The tree dimensional effect is so 

smooth that you have to examine it 
closely to see the effect created.



Leaving standard doors can stand out 
and look a little out of place.

Adding some padded panels on the 
doors can have a special effect to the 
decor, stylist hidden compartement.



By stretching fabric invisibly on doors, 
add subtle modern elegance 

to any room.
 

An alternative to adding panels on 
doors.



Why not go really big and have your 
entire dressing room, cinema room, 
living room or even all the doors in the 
house covered in fabric?



Ultra-modern and sleek upholstered 
doors give a soft finish to the room.



Encased in an oak frame with            
individual padded panels made using 
felted wool. 

Embellished antique bronze wall lights, 
sockets and switches fitted on the 
panels. 

The headboard is electrically certified 
with ready-to-use power points.



A headboard made using a soft 
silvery silk fabric to offer soft luxury 

with a smooth finish. 

Modern and handcrafted individually 
and precisely.



Vertical padded panels for a unique 
look that makes the bedroom stand 
out and shine. 

For an added whimsical touch, the 
panels were made with a barcode 
concept in mind.



how 
we 
do 

it



Fabric

Cotton Lining

Polyester Lining

3/30 mm Battens

3/15 mm Battens

Socket Socket

3mm thick Battens

BatteningStep 1



Socket Socket

3mm thick Battens

Interlining: Cotton or Polyester

InterliningStep 2

Drop 1
Drop 2

Drop 3

Fabric drops stitchingStep 3



3mm thick Battens

Interlining: Cotton or Polyester

Fabric Stretched

Fabric StretchingStep 4

3mm thick Battens

Interlining: Cotton or Polyester

Fabric Stretched

Profile View



3mm thick Battens

Interlining: Cotton

Fabric Stretched

Profile with  Cotton Interlining Profile with  Polyester Interlining

3mm thick Battens

Interlining: Polyester

Fabric Stretched
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